Wouldn’t it be dreamy if there was a book that could teach me SQL without making me want to relocate to a remote island in the Pacific where there are no databases? It’s probably nothing but a fantasy...

Lynn Beighley
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## Intro

**Your brain on SQL.** Here you are trying to learn something, while here your brain is doing you a favor by making sure the learning doesn't stick. Your brain's thinking, "Better leave room for more important things, like which wild animals to avoid and whether naked snowboarding is a bad idea." So how do you trick your brain into thinking that your life depends on knowing SQL?
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data and tables

A place for everything

Don’t you just hate losing things? Whether it’s your car keys, that 25% off coupon for Urban Outfitters, or your application’s data, there’s nothing worse than not being able to keep up with what you need... when you need it. And when it comes to your applications, there’s no better place to store your important information than in a table. So turn the page, come on in, and take a walk through the world of relational databases.
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the SELECT statement

Gifted data retrieval

Is it really better to give than retrieve? When it comes to databases, chances are you'll need to retrieve your data as often than you'll need to insert it. That's where this chapter comes in: you'll meet the powerful SELECT statement and learn how to gain access to that important information you've been putting in your tables. You'll even learn how to use WHERE, AND, and OR to selectively get to your data and even avoid displaying the data that you don't need.
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DELETE and UPDATE

A change will do you good

Keep changing your mind? Now it’s OK! With the commands you’re about to learn—DELETE and UPDATE—you’re no longer stuck with a decision you made six months ago, when you first inserted that data about mullets coming back into style soon. With UPDATE, you can change data, and DELETE lets you get rid of data that you don’t need anymore. But we’re not just giving you the tools; in this chapter, you’ll learn how to be selective with your new powers and avoid dumping data that you really do need.
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smart table design

Why be normal?

You've been creating tables without giving much thought to them. And that's fine, they work. You can SELECT, INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE with them. But as you get more data, you start seeing things you wish you'd done to make your WHERE clauses simpler. What you need is to make your tables more normal.
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Rewriting the Past

Ever wished you could correct the mistakes of your past?
Well, now is your chance. By using the ALTER command, you can apply all the lessons you've been learning to tables you designed days, months, even years ago. Even better, you can do it without affecting your data. By the time you're through here, you'll know what normal really means, and you'll be able to apply it to all your tables, past and present.
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advanced SELECT

Seeing your data with new eyes

It’s time to add a little finesse to your toolbox. You already know how to SELECT data and use WHERE clauses. But sometimes you need more precision than SELECT and WHERE provide. In this chapter, you’ll learn about how to order and group your data, as well as how to perform math operations on your results.
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Sometimes your single table isn’t big enough anymore.

Your data has become more complex, and that one table you’ve been using just isn’t cutting it. Your single table is full of redundant data, wasting space and slowing down your queries. You’ve gone as far as you can go with a single table. It’s a big world out there, and sometimes you need more than one table to contain your data, control it, and ultimately, be the master of your own database.
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joins and multi-table operations

Can't we all just get along?

Welcome to a multi-table world. It's great to have more than one table in your database, but you'll need to learn some new tools and techniques to work with them. With multiple tables comes confusion, so you'll need aliases to keep your tables straight. And joins help you connect your tables, so that you can get at all the data you've spread out. Get ready, it's time to take control of your database again.
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Yes, Jack, I'd like a two-part question, please. Joins are great, but sometimes you need to ask your database more than one question. Or take the result of one query and use it as the input to another query. That's where subqueries come in. They'll help you avoid duplicate data, make your queries more dynamic, and even get you in to all those high-end concert afterparties.
(Well, not really, but two out of three ain't bad!)

- Greg gets into the job recruiting business
- Greg's list gets more tables
- Greg uses an inner join
- But he wants to try some other queries
- Subqueries
- We combine the two into a query with a subquery
- As if one query wasn't enough: meet the subquery
- A subquery in action
- Subquery rules
- A subquery construction walkthrough
- A subquery as a SELECT column
- Another example: Subquery with a natural join
- A noncorrelated subquery
- SQL Exposed: Choosing the best way to query
- A noncorrelated subquery with multiple values: IN, NOT IN
- Correlated subqueries
- A (useful) correlated subquery with NOT EXISTS
- EXISTS and NOT EXISTS
- Greg's Recruiting Service is open for business
- On the way to the party
- Your SQL Toolbox

**SELECT** some_column, another_column
**FROM** table
WHERE column = (SELECT column FROM table);
outer joins, self-joins, and unions

New maneuvers

You only know half of the story about joins. You've seen cross joins that return every possible row, and inner joins that return rows from both tables where there is a match. But what you haven't seen are outer joins that give you back rows that don't have matching counterparts in the other table, self-joins which (strangely enough) join a single table to itself, and unions that combine the results of queries. Once you learn these tricks, you'll be able to get at all your data exactly the way you need to. (And we haven't forgotten about exposing the truth about subqueries, either!)
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Too many cooks spoil the database

Your database has grown and other people need to use it.

The problem is that some of them won’t be as skilled at SQL as you are. You need ways to **keep them from entering the wrong data**, techniques for allowing them to **only see part of the data**, and ways to **stop them from stepping on each other when they try entering data at the same time**. In this chapter we begin protecting our data from the mistakes of others. Welcome to Defensive Databases, Part 1.
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security

Protecting your assets

You’ve put an enormous amount of time and energy into creating your database. And you’d be devastated if anything happened to it. You’ve also had to give other people access to your data, and you’re worried that they might insert or update something incorrectly, or even worse, delete the wrong data. You’re about to learn how databases and the objects in them can be made more secure, and how you can have complete control over who can do what with your data.
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